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Robert Lentini (CEO, GlassBox
Labs) - alexpilking ======

alexpilking Here's a good
writeup on his company: ------

joshwa the fact that he's "CEO"
of glassbox indicates that this is

not purely a startup that he
founded and is full time, and

he's been posting insight
numbers for at least a few

months; the front page is five
months old. i'm not saying this is
a bad thing, just explaining the
"insight" ------ kwamenum86 I
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thought "the CEO of GlassBox
Labs" meant a company that

does a lot of engineering
consulting but does not sell
software. ------ alexpilking

obligatory link to glassbox labs
website Synthesis, structure and

luminescent behavior of
Eu2+-doped Sr5Nb2O11F2

phosphor. A novel Eu2+-doped
Sr5Nb2O11F2 phosphor was
successfully synthesized by
hydrothermal methods. The

crystal structure was determined
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from single-crystal X-ray
diffraction measurements.

Structural analysis indicated that
the structure of the phosphor is

constructed from Sr5Nb2O11F2
unit. Photoluminescence

properties have been studied
with an excitation at 310 nm.

The observation of one emitting
peak (502 nm) suggested that

the PL excited state is proposed
to be 4F9/2, and the two-peak
feature demonstrated that the
PL excitation center is formed
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at 3E1g and 4F9/2 respectively.
The PL intensity of Eu3+ was

enhanced with doping
Sr5Nb2O11F2 phosphor./** *
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special one. Thanks to our
friends at Infinity Ward, we're
bringing you Patch 7 for Call of
Duty: Black Ops on console....
Welcome to the home of
360-Real. 180-Real offers a
unique twist on the game of
pool. This game allows users to
play against each other and the
computer. All games are
conducted in PBL settings. The
rules are simple. Place a colored
ball in a pocket on the pocket
board and then shoot the table!
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The player with the most
balls...In addition to the related
art of an additional power
supply for an emergency
operation and controlling of a
program execution based on the
detected emergency condition, a
technique for temporarily saving
data is known. Patent Literature
1 discloses a technique in which,
when a memory device is
restricted in reading and writing,
software is temporarily stored in
a nonvolatile memory, and the
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software is restored from the
nonvolatile memory when an
emergency condition is
alleviated. In addition, Patent
Literature 2 discloses a
technique in which, when a
memory device is restricted in
reading and writing, a time
count value is stored in a
memory, a maximum time count
value is determined on the basis
of the time count value, and a
storage instruction is performed
on the basis of the maximum
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time count value when the
memory device is restricted.
Patent Literature 1: JP-
A-2012-122953 Patent
Literature 2: JP-A d4474df7b8
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